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ABSTRACT

Prions are infectious particles composed exclusively of protein and can cause a 

number of neurodegenerative diseases. Prions are coded for by a normal chromosomal

• gene which is found in the genomes of all mammals. A posttranslational event, as yet

unidentified, converts the normal prion protein into a pathogenic isoform. Incubation time 

in prion diseases is controlled by either the prion gene itself or a scrapie incubation time 

gene closely linked to the prion gene. Gene cloning techniques were used to attempt to

demonstrate the existence of the incubation time gene.

DNA of two control mice, B6.I and I/lnJ, was compared to DNA from congenics

with B6.I and I/lnJ parents. B6.I mice are known to have a shorter incubation time than the 

I/lnJ mice. Both mice have different alleles of the prion gene.

Analysis of the DNA surrounding the prion gene was accomplished by using the 

polymerase chain reaction. Two markers showed polymorphisms between DNA of a 

control mouse and the DNA of a congenic. A polymorphism in these markers would allow 

the PCR to show the parental origin, either B6.I or I/lnJ, of the flanking DNA. A 

difference in incubation time of these mice from their parents shows that an incubation

time gene, rather than the prion gene, is responsible for incubation time.

0
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INTRODUCTION

Scrapie, a neurodegenerative disease in sheep, has confounded scientists since it 

was first studied nearly 200 years ago (7). Although scrapie and other related diseases 

commonly occur in animals, until recently no one was able to isolate the mysterious 

pathogen which caused the disease. In the early 1980's, neurologist Stanley Prusiner was 

first to suggest the nature of the elusive particle (7). Although the infectious agent acted 

like any other common virus, he suggested that the infectious agent did not require nucleic 

acid for its activity. Prusiner's amazing discovery was labeled a heresy. Few believed that 

a disease causing agent could reproduce itself and act very much like a virus, while 

containing no nucleic acid genome to direct its activities. Even today, many aspects of the

particle which Prusiner termed "prion" is heavily debated.

Prusiner was not the first to suggest the nature of the prion, though. In the 1960's,

J. Griffith of Bedford College in London was first to demonstrate the unconventional 

properties of prions (7). Griffith and his colleagues knew scrapie was transmissible

because the disease would form in healthy animals who were injected with brain extracts of

sick animals (7). They failed, however, to isolate any infectious agent or to reduce the 

scrapie's transmissibility. Even ultraviolet light treatments of the brain extracts, which

would normally destroy nucleic acid, had no effect (7). Perplexed with the nature of the 

prion, the team could only describe the particle as an unusual virus which had few

characteristics in common with all other conventional viruses.

By the mid 1980's, Prusiner had made much progress in ascertaining the nature of 

the prion. He followed up the work of Griffith by showing that prions retain their activity
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despite all nucleic acid destroying treatments (7). With the use of unproved biochemical 

purification procedures, including limited proteolysis, Prusiner was able to isolate a single 

27-30 kDa protein, now designated PrP 27-30 (3). The structural gene of this protein was 

then cloned by reverse genetics procedures. Although everyone now expected this cloned 

gene to prove prions were a product of a viral genome, it did not happen. Instead they 

discovered that the gene is of normal chromosomal origin and encodes for a common 

cellular protein (7). In other words, the infectious agents are produced by the very hosts 

which they infect.

Prions are responsible for causing at least three rare human neurodegenerative 

diseases as well as a few common animal diseases (7). The list of prion diseases which 

affect humans include Kuru, Creutzfield-Jakob disease (CJD), ataxic Gerstman-Straussler-

Schenker syndrome (GSS) and fatal familial insomnia. Kuru is a widespread disease 

among the Fore Linguistic group of New Guinea (3). Curiously, the disease is associated

with the New Guinea natives' practice of ritual cannibalism. The consumption of

contaminated human brain material caused a degenerative condition where one of the 

identifying symptoms is an obvious staggering gait (5). Ataxic GGS, on the other hand, is

usually an inherited condition. A mutation at codon 102 of the human prion protein 

(Pm-p) which causes a substitution of leucine for proline in the prion protein, results in the

GSS condition (9). Finally, CJD is either inherited or spread through the use of

contaminated products obtained from human cadavers.
♦

All the human prion diseases have a few obvious characteristics in common. For 

one, all of them proceed in the absence of an immune response (3). Moreover, the levels 

of PrP messenger RNA remain unchanged in patients with GSS and inheritable forms of
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CJD. In a sense, the victim's body acts as if no condition were present. Most importantly 

though, no therapies exist for any of these fatal conditions (8).

Scrapie is one of the most understood of the animal prion diseases. Scrapie is a 

naturally occurring disease of sheep and goats. It causes a condition known as Spongiform 

Encephalopathy, a progressive degeneration of the central nervous system, that leads to 

ataxia, debility and death (3). Although the disease has been recognized for more than 200 

years, it is still not known how the disease is spread naturally. Scrapie, like GSS and CJD, 

also proceeds with no immune response (3).

Other animal prion diseases include Transmissible Mink Encephalopathy, Chronic 

Wasting Disease of cattle, and Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), also known as 

the "Mad Cow" disease. BSE has recently caused a scare in England as to the safety of 

human consumption of infected beef. Although numbers are now on the decline, BSE

infected a majority of cattle in England in the middle 1980's. The cattle caught the disease 

by eating feed made from bones and other parts of infected beef. Although the spread of

the disease across the species barrier to humans was not proven, the English beef industry

nevertheless suffered.

Although prion diseases resemble virus infections, prions have very few other

characteristics in common with standard viruses. For this reason, prions are called 

unconventional viruses. An unconventional virus has many distinguishable characteristics.

First, unconventional viruses are resistant to treatments with formaldehyde, nucleases, heat, 

and ultraviolet and ionizing radiation. Any of these treatments would kill or inactivate a 

conventional virus. Second, no specific inflammatory response is associated with an 

unconventional virus infection. Normally, a standard virus infection causes inflammation
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of the infected tissue. Finally, unconventional viruses are inactivated if treated with 

proteinase. Protein, therefore, is a necessary component of the prion particle. Prions are 

unique in that they resemble no other infectious particle or pathogen. Much work is now 

being done to describe the nature of the prion.

The normal prion protein (PrP') is a common cellular protein coded for by a 

chromosomal gene (7). In the human, the prion gene (Pm-p) is found on the short arm of 

chromosome 20, and in the mouse, chromosome 2 (8). Its entire open reading frame is 

contained in a single exon with no introns (8). After the prion gene is transcribed into a 

mRNA, it is translated into a 253 amino acid protein (8). In the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum, a 22 amino acid signal peptide is cleaved from the NHj-terminus and 23 amino 

acids are removed from the COOH-terminus (8). Finally, a glycoinositol phosphate anchor

is attached to the protein, and it is placed in the plasma membrane of the cell (8). How the 

protein functions in the membrane is still not known. Figure 1 shows the structural 

features of a Syrian Golden hamster prion protein (8). PrP mRNA is constitutively

expressed in the neurons of adult animal brains but is regulated during development (8). In

prion diseases, an abnormal isoform of the prion protein designated PrP5' accumulates in

neurons (1). Rather than being transported to the membrane, PrP5' instead accumulates in

neurons (1). Because the accumulation is continuous, the brain progressively degenerates. 

The differences between the normal prion protein (PrP') and the infectious prion protein

(PrPs‘) are still not completely understood.e
PrP' and PrP5' are isoforms. They have the same molecular weight and the same 

amino acid composition (3). The secondary protein structure of PrP5', however, contains 

p-sheets while the protein structure of PrP' contains a-helixes (9). The synthesis and
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Figure 1. The structural features of the Syrian golden hamster prion protein. SP indicates the 22 
amino acid removed from the N-terminal. G-repeats indicates a region of five 
Gly-Pro-rich octorepeats. The STP region is a stop-transfer effector and TM encodes 
for the transmembrane a-helix. AH encodes for an amphipathic helix and SS encodes 
for a hydrophobic signal sequence. Codon numbers are indicated at the top of the 
figure.
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degradation of PrP' are rapid while PrPsc slowly accumulates in cytoplasmic vesicles of 

cells (8). PrP' can be changed into PrP5' by a post-translational modification, but how is 

still unknown (1).

How then is PrP5' produced in the cells of diseased animals? In the case of 

inheritable prion diseases, it is believed that polymorphisms in the prion gene can lead to 

the production of the abnormal prion protein (8). In this case, the abnormal PrP' 

molecules might spontaneously convert into the PrP5' proteins. But this still does not 

explain why a rare spontaneous conversion of PrP' to PrP5' would lead to a continuous 

accumulation of PrP5' particles. Similarly, how do a few PrP5' molecules taken up from an 

infected source lead to the production of PrP5' protein by all of the neurons in the brain?

The exponential infectivity of prion diseases is the clue to answer these questions. If the

PrP5' protein functioned as an enzyme for the production of more PrP5' molecules, an

exponential production of PrP5' molecules would occur. A PrP5' molecule might first

combine with a PrP' precursor to produce a heterodimer. The heterodimer is subsequently

converted into two PrP5' molecules (8). In the next cycle, the two PrP5' molecules combine

with two more PrP' molecules and give rise to four PrP5' molecules (8). After a few cycles

of this system, the number of PrP5' molecules has increased a million fold. If the normal

prion protein were continuously produced, PrP5' would slowly accumulate in the cells.

This is only a conjecture though. Many researchers still believe all infectious agents

must contain some form of nucleic acid. Evidence that some prions have different

characteristics than others is one of the strongest arguments for the view that prions must 

contain a genome. Prions can even be organized into specific strains with stable 

characteristics (7). These strains will produce the same symptoms in every animal they
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infect, no matter how many receive the disease. If a slightly different genome was present 

in each of the strains it would code for specific characteristics. The question is then asked 

if the prion protein does not contain a genome, how can different symptoms be brought 

about by the same agent? A good response to this theory is that prions resist all nucleic 

acid destroying techniques. No nucleic acid genome could be present, otherwise it would 

be destroyed and the prion would not cause a disease. In addition, when the prion gene 

was genetically removed from test animals, the animals became immune to any prion 

infection (7). Only animals which produce the normal protein are sensitive to infection. 

xAfter much work on the prion disease, scrapie, G. A. Carlson and his colleagues now 

believe that the PrP protein alone can account for susceptibility of animals to the disease, 

clinical manifestations of the diseases, species specificity of prions, and inherited disease 

characteristics (3).

One curious characteristic of prion diseases is the variability of their incubation

times. The incubation time of a disease is the interval between the inoculation of an animal

and the onset of a clinical illness (1). One group of mice, strain Tin J, has an exceptionally 

long incubation period for scrapie of 200 to 400 days (3). Another strain of mice, strain 

NZW/LacJ, has a relatively short incubation time of 120 days for the same scrapie prion 

(3). In order to determine the cause of such a difference in times, Carlson performed 

backcross and restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis with these two strains of 

mice (3). The analyses first demonstrated that the incubation time is likely controlled by a 

single dominant gene (Pm-i) tightly linked to the Pm-p locus (3). A further analysis of 

genomic clones of the entire open reading frame of the TlnJ and the NZW/LacJ prion 

genes showed a different result (3). The two genes differed by two codons located in
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conserved regions of Pm-p (3). The alleles found in I InJ (Pm-pb) are always found 

associated with a longer time while the NZW/LacJ allele (Pm-pa) is found in mice with a 

short incubation time (3). Furthermore, Pm-pa and Pm-pb code for distinct PrP8' proteins 

(3). A question now emerged as to whether incubation time is controlled by a separate

* gene (Pm-i) or by the prion protein itself.

Among backcross and F2 mice segregating for Pm-pa and Pm-pb, there were a few 

cases where the incubation time did not correlate with the genotype (3). These isolated 

cases may show that a separate incubation time gene exists and a recombination occurred 

between the genes. If so, the distance between the genes would be only 2-5 cM (3). 

Furthermore, mice which over express Pm-pb fail to show a long incubation time. Instead, 

they show an even shorter incubation time than mice containing the Pm-pa allele (9). But 

to date, is still remains to be established whether the probable gene Pm-i or the prion gene

itself controls incubation time. Likely, the cumulative effects of a number of other genes 

influences the incubation time of scrapie.

Recently, research on scrapie incubation time has been facilitated by the 

construction of congenic mice strains. Congenic strains are constructed so that regions 

flanking the Pm-p locus are replaced by an alternate background. The I/lnJ Pm-pb allele, 

for example, can be transferred through repeated backcrosses onto the B6 Pm-pa 

background (9). Backcrossing delimits the location of the Pm-i locus, so if it exists, its 

effects are separated from the prion genotype. Through the use of recombinant capture 

techniques, congenic mice B6.I-Il-lad Pm-pb and b6.I Pm-pb are now available for study 

(9). Both of these mouse strains should have long incubation times. If either shows a 

short incubation time, the Pm-i gene, rather than Pm-pb, would be responsible for
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incubation time (9). Fig. 2 represents a few congenic strains of mice for chromosome 2

(9).

Few flanking markers are available for regions around the Pm-p and Pm-i loci. 

Identifying these markers would greatly facilitate the analysis of genomic fragments that 

might contain the putative Pm-i gene (9). These markers would also aid in construction of 

a map of this region of chromosome 2 (9). The purpose of my research was to identify 

markers closely linked to Pm-p. A marker near the Pm-p locus containing a polymorphism 

might indicate a recombination that had occurred between Pm-i and Pm-p. A 

recombination that had occurred between these two genes would separate the prion 

genotype from the phenotype and help prove die existence of Pm-i. The identification of 

markers would also be used to analyze DNA of mice with possible prion-related diseases.

A mutation near the prion gene in a mouse with muscular dystrophy with myocytis might 

help identify the cause of the disease. The prion protein, in this case, might be involved in 

the pathway which leads to this disease.
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Figure 2. Congenic strains of mice for regions of chromosome 2 flanking Pm-p. The donor 
segment of I/ln is shown in white, with stippled areas suggesting indeterminate 
regions, "a," "b," and "d" designate alleles of the four genes above the marks
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice

Congenic mice for DN A study were constructed as described by Carlson et al. (1).
*

The isolation of Pm-pb on the C57BL/6J (B6) genetic background began by crossing B6 

and I/lnJ and backcrossing the F, hybrids to B6. Pm-pa /Pm-pb heterozygous individuals 

were backcrossed again to B6. Backcrossing was repeated for at least 10 generations. 

Heterozygotes were crossed and homozygotes were maintained as inbred lines. B6.I Pm-pb 

and B6.I Pm-pb II-13 are the congenic strains constructed for genetic study. B6 mice were 

used as the wild type source of Pm-p“ and IlnJ mice were the wild-type source of Pm-pb. 

B10.UW wild-type mice were used for an alternate control comparison. Mouse spleens or 

1 cm tail snips were the source of DNA to be used for genomic DNA extractions.

Genomic DNA Extractions

Mice spleens, removed and cleaned of excess connective tissue, were pressed 

through a nylon bag into a petti dish containing 2 ml of cold LST (see Appendix 1 for 

buffer description). The bag was washed again with 1 ml of LST and the entire mixture 

was placed into a 15-ml centrifuge tube. After 1 ml of cold 4x TNLB was added, the tube

was mixed and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded,

and the pellet was forcefully dislodged. The pellet was then mixed with 5 ml of cold ACE. 

Five ml of phenol were added, and the tube was centrifuged again at 2000 rpm for 10 min 

at 4°C. The aqueous phase was removed with a large bore transfer pipette and placed in a
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second centrifuge tube. Seven ml of chloroform were added to this phase, and the mixture 

was centrifuged as before. The aqueous phase was removed again and twice the volume of 

ethanol was added. DNA was then wound onto a sealed Pasteur pipette. Stock dilutions

were prepared from these DNA extracts and used in the polymerase chain reaction.

Labeling the <}>x Marker

An end-labelled <}>x phage DNA marker was prepared for polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis. The marker is composed of known length DNA fragments which run side 

by side with PCR fragments and becomes a "ruler" for size comparisons of fragments.

Eight pi of 50 ng/pl of 0x DNA, previously digested with Hinf. were added to a 1.5 ml

microcentrifuge tube. The following were added in sequence to the <|>x DNA: 5 pi of lOx 

kinase buffer, 25 pi of picropure HjO, 2 ml of T4 kinase, and 10 pi of '/2P ATP (100 pCi). 

The tube was then incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Fifty pi of a 1:1 phenol chloroform 

solution were added to the tube. The tube was mixed and centrifuged for 2 min in a

microcentrifuge. The aqueous phase was collected -- approximately 55 pi - and 10% of

its volume of 3M sodium acetate were added. Twice the volume of cold 100% ethanol

was combined with the previous mixture, and the tube was put in a -20°C freezer for at

least 20 min. After freezing, the tube was centriluged at 4°C for 20 min. The 100%

ethanol was poured off, and the pellet was washed with 300 pi of 70% ethanol. After a 

• final centrifugation for 7 min the marker was stored in the refrigerator. At a later date the

marker was centrifuged through a Select-D G-50 Spin Column, and the radiolabeled DNA 

was collected. Two pi of the marker were added to 2 ml of scintillation fluid and the
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counts were recorded. At least 20,000 counts were needed to make the marker effective 

for later comparison. Fig. 3 shows a radiograph of a marker run in a polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis with corresponding sizes in number of base pairs.

Polymerase Chain Reaction

Several PCR experiments were performed using the protocol in Appendix 2. The 

primer pairs used were D2Mitl6, D2Mitl7, D2Mitl9, D2Mit21, D2Mit26, D2Mit28, 

D2Mit30, D2Mit46, D2Mit47, D2Mit57, and D2Nds3. Because of the time invoked in 

performing a PCR only a few primers were used in each PCR. Fig. 4 and 5 show the 

location of the complimentary regions where these primers bind. The DNA samples were 

LlnJ, B6, Bj0.UW, Bg.I Pm-pb, B6.I Pm-pb D-la, and a control containing no DNA.

Polyacrlamide Gel Electrophoresis

Acrylamide urea was prepared from the following ingredients: 87.5 ml of 40% 

acrylamide/Bis, 25 ml of 1 Ox TBE, and 250 g of urea. These ingredients were combined in

enough picopure water to make 500 ml. The acrylamide gel was prepared by adding 80 ml

of acrylamide urea to 450 pi of ammonium persulfate and 35 pi of TEMED.

The DNA samples prepared by PCR were run on 0.2 mm polyacrylamide gels. 

Included in the gel apparatus were two siliconized glass plates of approximately 4 sq. ft.

The two plates were separated by two 0.2 mm spacers. Both the sides and the bottom of

the glass plates were sealed with tape. The liquid acrylamide was then poured into the 

space between the two plates and allowed 2 hr to solidify. The glass plates and the gel 

were clamped into the vertical electrophoresis apparatus and a 70-tooth comb was inserted
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Figure 3. The px marker. The marker is composed of hagments of known size. These bands are 
used to calculate the size of sample DNA fragments run along side the marker. Sizes 
are given in numbers of base pairs.
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Figure 4. Genetic linkage map of chromosome 2. This figure shows a high resolution genetic 
linkage map of the we-un interval of chromosome 2 of the mouse. A few primer 
pairs are indicated with respect to their distance from Pm-p.
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Figure 5. Oligonucleotide primers. This figure lists the available primer pairs located near Pm-p. 
Primer D2Mit77 is the nearest primer pair to Pm-p. Distances are given in cM.
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into the top of the gel. lx TBE buffer was placed in both the upper and lower containers 

of the apparatus. The DNA samples and the <J>x marker were denatured at 95°C for 5 min 

and then loaded into the wells of the gel. The gel was run at 70 W for approximately 2.5

hr.

Gel Drying and Development

After electrophoresis, the gel was removed from the gel apparatus, placed on 

blotting paper, and covered with Saran Wrap. The gel was dried for 30 min at 80 °C 

under a partial vacuum. The entire gel was then fit into a film cassette along with X-ray 

film and the film was allowed to expose for 24 hr. The [yi2P]-ATP would expose the film 

where the DNA fragments were found of the gel.

Interpretation of Gel Bands

The position of bands on the gel determines the size of the fragment which makes 

up the band. The distance that the fragments moved is proportional to the log of the 

fragment size. A computer graphing program was used to form the graphs and determine 

fragment size. Fig. 6 is a curve created for one of the gels. The equation for the curve 

was used to calculate the fragment size by the distance it moved in the gel.

17
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Figure 6. Fragment size curve. This plot is used to determine the size of fragments based of the 
distance they moved on the gel. The marker (see figure 3) is used to first establish the 
curve. Once the curve is established, a formula can be calculated. The vertical axis (y) is 
the distance in cm that the fragment traveled. The horizontal axis (x) is the size of the 
fragments. To find the size of the fragments, place the distance traveled (y) into the 
equation and solve for size (x).

e
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RESULTS

Of the eleven primer pairs utilized for PCR, only nine produced bands. Of these,

only two resulted in bands which contained polymorphisms between a wild-type strain and
e

a congenic. Primer pair D2Mitl7 showed differences in the DNA of L/lnJ and B6. The 

LlnJ fragment size was 214 base pairs in size while the B6 fragment was 197 base pairs. 

Each of the congenic fragments was also 197 base pairs in size. Primer pair D2Mit30 

synthesized a 138 base pair fragment, quite shorter than the 378 base pair fragment of B6 

and the congenics. No primer pair showed a difference between B6 and a congenic. Three 

primer pairs, D2Nds3, D2Mit28, and D2Mit21, only showed polymorphisms in the control 

strain B10.UW. Fig. 7 shows the radiograph of the PCR using primer D2Mit28. The 

complete results of each PCR are summarized in Table 1. Fig. 8 shows the results of the 

primer pairs D2Mit28 and D2Mit46 with the eight specific mice. Neither primer showed 

polymorphisms between congenics and the B6.
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Figure 7. PCR results from primer D2Mit28. The fragments copied with pnmer pair D2Mit28 are 
seen in this radiograph of a polyacrylamide gel. BS0.UW is the only sample which 
contained a polymorphism. Primer pairs 26, 39 and 46 did not work on this gel.
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Table 1. Fragment size results from PCR. Sizes are given in numbers of base pairs. A variation in size 
across a row indicates a polymorphism.

Mouse Strain

Primer I'lnJ b6 B10.UW B6.EPm-pb B6.IPm-pb H-id

D2Mitl6 223 223 223 223 223

D2Mitl7 214 197 230 197 197

D2Mit30 138 378 126 378 378

D2Nds3 281 281 271 281 281

D2Mitl9 108 108 108 108 108

D2Mit46 118 118 118 118 118

D2Mit28 132 132 133 132 132

D2Mit21 274 274 266 274 274

D2Mit26 187 187 187 187 187
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Figure 8. PCR results of primer pairs D2Mit46 and D2Mit28. This figure shows the results of a 
PCR with primers D2Mit46 and D2Mit28, eight individual samples and two controls. 
None of the samples shows a polymorphism.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The congenics are constructed so that a segment of I/lnJ DNA is isolated on a B6 

background. The I'lnJ strain contains the Pm-pb allele and the B6 strain has the Pm-p” 

allele. Hopefully, a congenic will contain only the Pm-pb contributed by the original I'lnJ 

parent. The rest of the DNA, including the Pm-i gene, will be from the B6 parent. In 

other words, the Pm-pb allele from Lin J replaces the Pm-pa allele of B6 while the Pm-i 

gene of B6, and the rest of the genome, remains unchanged. If Pm-i determines incubation 

time, a congenic will show no change in incubation time even if the alternate allele of Pm-p 

is present. On the other hand, if the genotype of Pm-p determines incubation time and not 

Pm-i, or if Pm-i does not exist, then a congenic will show a different incubation time even

if the rest of the genome, including Pm-i, has remained unchanged. To determine if the 

Pm-pb allele is the only genetic fragment in the congenic genome from I/lnJ, a primer pair 

is needed which is close enough to Pm-p to be in between Pm-p and Pm-i. The primer 

pair must also synthesize different size fragments in I/lnJ and B6. If the fragments are the 

same size in both controls, then they are indistinguishable in the congenic and of no use. If

the fragment synthesized with the primer pair in the congenic is the same as the size of the 

fragment from I'lnJ, then the congenic has the I/lnJ DNA at the location of the primer. If 

the fragment is the same size as the fragment form B6, then the B6 DNA is present at that 

site. If the primer pair binds close enough to Pm-p, we can determine whether or not 

additional DNA, which may contain Pm-i, is included with LlnJ Pm-pb. Primer Pairs 

D2Mitl6, D2Nds3, D2Mitl9, D2MIt46, D2Mit28, D2Mit21 and D2Mit26 did not show a 

difference in fragment size between LlnJ and B6. These primer pairs are of no use in
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determining the origin of the fragment in the congenic. Primer pairs D2Mitl7 and 

D2Mit30 do show a difference in fragment size between PlnJ and Bs. Both fragments in 

the congenics are the same size as the B6 fragment, indicating that the area where these 

primers bind does not contain PlnJ DNA. If a mouse was determined to have only the 

Pm-p gene from Pin J but it still expressed the B6 phenotype, then the existence of Pm-i 

would be substantiated. If the mouse expressed the PlnJ phenotype, then only Pm-p allele 

would be responsible for incubation time.

Other research now shows that if a Pm-i exists, it is much closer to Pm-p than 

these two primer pairs could show. The results from these two primer pairs are therefore 

not very likely to help prove the existence of Pm-i. The results from B10.UW are for 

comparison. B10.UW is not closely related to either PlnJ or B6 and helps show that 

polymorphisms do occur between different strains of mice in these regions. As my 

research came to an end, new primer pairs were being developed which were closer to the 

prion gene. These primer pairs will undoubtedly be more helpful in studying the 

incubation time of scrapie. Primer pairs D2Mit28 and D2Mit4 are close enough to the 

prion gene to warrant further study of mice with related diseases. A mutation which occurs 

close to the prion gene is responsible for muscular dystrophy with myocytis. These primer 

pairs will be useful for locating the site of this mutation. They may also shed light on 

whether the prion gene is involved in the pathway which leads to this disease.

Many challenges still remain in the study of prions. The exact composition of thee
prion particle still remains a mystery. How the normal prion protein functions in the body 

still remains to be discovered. How incubation time is controlled, or how prions are

transferred from animal to animal are formidable questions. Recent developments may
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shed some light on some of these questions. Workers at the McLaughlin Research Center 

in Great Falls, Montana, recently constructed a transgenic mouse which overexpresses 

normal Pm-p. These mice spontaneously develop disease. Their symptoms include 

primary muscle degeneration and neurogenic disease. This breakthrough may offer clues 

to the nature of the pathogenic mechanisms of a number of diseases, including Alzheimer's 

disease, Parkinson's disease and amyotropic lateral sclerosis.
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APPENDIX 1

Buffers:

LST
20 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4 
10 mM NaCl 
3mMMgCl2

4x TNLB 
5% Sucrose 
4% (w/v) NP-40 
in LST

ACE
10 mM NaOAc 
lOmMEDTA 
pH 5.1
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APPENDIX 2

Theory and protocol for Polymerase chain reaction

Theory

PCR is used to amplify segments of DNA that lie between two regions of known 

sequence. Two oligonucleotides are used as primers for a series of reactions which 

synthesize a segment of DNA. The primers are complimentary for regions on both sides 

of the DNA and flank the region of DNA to be copied. The sample DNA is first

denatured by heating. The primers then bind to their target sequences when the sample is 

cooled. A DNA polymerase extends the primers as it copies the target sequence. The 

product of the initial cycle serves as the template for the second cycle. The amount of 

DNA product increases exponentially with each cycle. After only a few cycles the amount 

of product DNA has increased a million fold. The DNA polymerase used in PCR is Taq 

DNA polymerase. Taq does not denature at high temperatures so no new enzyme is 

needed at each cycle. The primers are radiolabeled during the first step of the procedure. 

During the PCR, the primers are incorporated into the copies of the target DNA. The

fragments are therefore radioactive and can expose X-ray film.

Protocol (one prime set per PCR reaction)

Kinase step (per reaction)
0.17 pi forward primer (6.7 pM solution)
0.025 pi lOx kinase buffer
0.0125 pi T4-Phosphonucleotidekinase (10 U/pl, NEB) 
0.0425 ul fy2P]-ATP 
0.25 pi
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Incubate of 37°C for 30 to 40 min

Add:
0.17 pi reverse primer
1.6 pi 1.25 mM dNTPs
0.96 pi 1 Ox PCR buffer with Mg
1.97 pi Hp
0.1 pi Taq polymerase
10 pi sample DNA [4 ng/pl]
10.0 Ml

Add three drops of mineral oil

Thermocycle with the following program:

1 cycle 3 min 94°C
25 cycles 30 sec 94°C

2 min 55°C
2 min 72°C

1 cycle 7 min 72°C
1 cycle 1 min 15°C

Store in the freezer until electrophoresis
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